
What’s 
neW in
508 new features . 12 new application areas . 1 highly integrated system

StatiStical Model analySiS 

Linear and nonlinear models, probit, logit, and 
much more are all immediately available, 
integrated into Mathematica, with scores of 
diagnostics and options.

autoMatic HiStograM generation 

Take data and automatically create optimized 
histograms in 2D and 3D.

integrated PrograMMatic eMail 

There is now a Mathematica function that 
sends anything as email, including graphics 
and other attachments.

Secure WebSite & netWork connectivity 

Automatically manage passwords, encryption, 
etc. in interacting with secure websites, 
databases, and more.

otHer recently added FeatureS

   Exploratory Data Analysis 

   Symbolic Sound Support 

   Symbolic Report Generation 

   3D Printing & Scanning Support 

   Symbolic Statistical Computing 

SPeecH outPut 

Have Mathematica speak mathematical 
expressions, programs, and diagrammatic 
graphics.

enHanced tyPeSetting autoMation 

Achieve a new level of clarity and elegance in 
the automatic formatting of mathematical 
expressions of any length.

oPtiMized notebook ergonoMicS 

New context-sensitive interface elements 
streamline notebooks for both novices  
and experts.

Quick-Start aSSiStant PaletteS 

Access features of Mathematica immediately 
through extensive Assistant palettes.

neW interFace eleMentS 

Several new elements further extend 
Mathematica’s rich interface-building 
capabilities.

otHer recently added FeatureS

   Symbolic Interface Construction 

   Integrated Graphics Editing & Drawing 

   Built-In Gamepad & HID Support 

   Streamlined Presentation Framework 

   New Documentation Framework 

   Dynamic Interactivity

Data Manipulation

Interface & User Experience 
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Introducing a new generation of industrial-
strength image processing, built into 
Mathematica’s integrated algorithm, 
programming, and interface platform.

autoMated cHarting graPHicS 

Algorithmic information visualization takes  
a major step forward by using Mathematica’s 
symbolic architecture, flexible graphics, and 
automatic computational aesthetics.

neW graPHicS PriMitiveS 

Tubes, rounded rectangles, and 3D arrows join 
the powerful primitives integrated into 
Mathematica’s graphics system.

vector & Field viSualization 

Create automatically optimized visualizations 
of vector fields and streamlines—for fluids, 
electrodynamics, and other fields.

coMPreHenSive SPline SuPPort 

The world’s most general splines, in any 
number of dimensions, fully integrated into 
computation and graphics.  

otHer recently added FeatureS

   High-Impact Adaptive Visualization 

   Automated Computational Aesthetics 

   Fully Automated Graph Layout 

   Real-Time 3D Graphics 

   Automated Table Layout 

   Dynamic Interactivity 

integrated genoMic & Protein data 

Look up sequences, genes, and proteins  
for immediate use in analysis, modeling,  
and visualization.

dynaMic aStronoMical coMPutation 

Compute current sky and absolute positions of 
planets, minor planets, stars, and more, all 
inside Mathematica.

current & HiStorical WeatHer data 

Use current and historical weather data from 
around the world for computation, 
visualization, and analysis.

extended cHeMical data 

More than double the number  
of compounds and properties are  
now included.

integrated geodeSy & giS 

Use the latest high-precision geodetic 
techniques, directly connected to  
geographic data.

otHer recently added FeatureS

   Financial Data 

   Astronomical Data 

   Country Data 

   Particle Data 

   Graph Data 

   Mathematical Data 

induStrial-StrengtH boolean coMPutation 

Apply high-performance Boolean analysis, 
optimization, and verification to systems with 
thousands of variables—all integrated into the 
Mathematica workflow.

diScrete calculuS 

Solve a new generation of discrete problems 
with the first-ever comprehensive system for 
discrete symbolic calculus.

delay diFFerential eQuationS 

DDEs are now an integral part of 
Mathematica’s automatic numerical differential 
equation solving capabilities.

diFFerential & diFFerence rootS 

A breakthrough allows direct handling of 
implicit solutions of differential and difference 
equations—dramatically generalizing the 
concept of special functions.

tranScendental rootS 

Introducing the first-ever systematic 
algorithmic treatment of roots of 
transcendental equations.

Finite grouP tHeory 

Data and algorithms on finite groups are now 
integrated into the Mathematica system.

integer SeQuence analySiS 

Mathematica 7 introduces a suite of new 
approaches to the analysis and recognition of 
integer sequences.

neW nuMber tHeory caPabilitieS 

New aspects of analytic, multiplicative, and 
additive number theory are now available in 
computational form.

neW categorieS oF SPecial FunctionS 

q functions, L-functions, and a range of other 
functions join the world’s largest collection of 
special functions.

enHanced Fourier analySiS 

Explicit Fourier series are now fully integrated 
into Mathematica’s symbolic capabilities.

otHer recently added FeatureS

   Integrated Geometric Computing 

   Combinatorial Optimization 

   Constrained Nonlinear Optimization 

   Equational Theorem Proving 

   High-Level String Computation 

   New Generation Numerical Integration 

Take advantage of the latest multicore 
processors with Mathematica’s new automatic 
parallel computing technology—seamlessly 
parallelizing your computations.

Built-In Image Processing & Analysis

Built-In Parallel Computing

Visualization & Graphics

Computable Data

Mathematics & Algorithms
From computation to visualization, development to deployment, Mathematica 7 builds on 20 years of 

innovation to deliver one vision: the ultimate technical application and environment. Mathematica 7 

includes over 500 new functions and 12 additional application areas, all seamlessly integrated in one 

system that gives you unprecedented workflow, coherence, and reliability.


